The year's best (and worst) in movies

By Shaw Wilson

The dozens of movies that premiered in 1978. The critics have given their opinion on the twenty-one listed below.

By Joel West

It would be easy enough to dismiss this book as a feminist manifesto, a book of women, for women — a female declaration of independence, neither the first nor the last. As such, it would lose at least half of its potential audience, more here at MIT. But con- sidering or selecting among general truths right and left while elucidating her central theme. The Women's Room, though clearly not for everyone, is a powerful psychological drama with perhaps more to offer a 20th century student than a 40th displaced homemaker-turned-academic who has already lived through such things.

The story centers around Mira Ward, bars at the beginning of the depression; the story is divided between New Jersey sub- urban housewives of the 50's and early 60's and graduate students at Harvard starting in 1968.

It is unclear just how autobiographical the book is; what is clear is that French, a Harvard PhD herself, displays great courage in writing her first novel, while conveying her message, she leaves her own emotional self, her hurt, all to the reader.

Mira and the omniscient narrator are constantly plugged with self-doubt, and question societal values only when given no other choice; the author uses other characters to vent their anger and bit-

ness, Val's rage at being forced to choose — "in their relations with women, all men are rapists, and that's all they are." For any man who takes off- fense at this outburst, 600 pages into the book, the whole point of The Women's Room has been lost; Val's rage at being condemned to a second-class existence by a patriarchal society should be easily under- standable.

Certainly the book has faults. Borrowed from a Lina Wertmuller movie, the women are totally white, which Mira's ideal lover finally turns out to be a selfish male chauvinist pig and the major characters discover that happiness and men are, in the end, mutually incompatible. But the narrator admits that, just as male novelists have trouble portraying female characters, so she is unable to make her men more than still figures.

Women's liberation has made great strides since the period that forms the set- ting for this book. Among adolescents of the '70's, especially the largely middle-class intellectual elite, the idea that jobs should be open to women as well as men has gained the least moderate acceptance. But for anyone with the desirous that men and women of our generation have an equal chance at a future, especially those hoping for an "equal marriage," this book is most revealing. One of French's characters sums it up: "But the institutions get us all in the end. Nobody escapes." Personally, I hope that French's prophecy does not have the pinpoint accuracy of some of her psychological insights.

An acting triumph for Jill Clayburgh.

Watership Down — "Enchanting and thoroughly deserving fairy tale for adults."

The Wiz — "Colorful, warm, exciting, and remarkable rection of The Wizard of Oz."

Animal House — "Expect a lot of laughs..."

Coming Home — "A maudlin love story which serves as the medium for a sympathetic and tenous study of the emotional effects of war."

Death on the Nile — "A little slow-moving, a satisfying visual experience."

RETURN FROM THE ASYLUM — "A low-budget, high-creese." - "Don't go in expecting a great movie; just sit back and enjoy the trifles."

King of the Gypsies — "Very moving story — emotional acting picked."

Midnight Express — "Unique..."

Director Alan Parker has taken an engrossing real-life drama and has transformed it into only a shadow of the movie it could have been.

The Women's Room, a novel by Marilyn French. 687 pp. Farrar/Harcout Brace Jovanovich $2.50

AROUND MIT

The Shakespeare Ensemble will revive its fall production of Much Ado About Nothing. Performances will be January 10 and 11 at 8pm in the Little Theatre, Kresge. All seats are $2.50. For reservations or information call 253-2983.

The Kennedy School of Government presents

ROBERT O. ANDERSON
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
The Atlantic Richfield Company

"OPEC and US Energy Policy"

Wednesday, January 10 at 8pm

Discussions: Robert Stribley, Graduate School of Business Administration, Harvard University
Dr. Donald Yergin, Center for International Affairs, Harvard University
Prof. Henry Jacoby, Sloan School of Management, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Moderator: Prof. William Hogan, Kennedy School of Government, Harvard University

Arco Forum of Public Affairs
Kennedy School of Government
Harvard University
79 Boylston Street, Cambridge

To get into Medical School
you probably read over 2,000,000 words.

Read just 112 more and you may get a full Scholarship.

The Armed Forces need physicians. And we're offering you pay for your hard work.

To file your application, Books, Fees, Necessary equipment. And $400 a month tax free.

Once selected for a Health Professions Scholarship — available from the Army, Navy or Air Force — you are commissioned a second lieutenant or ensign in the Reserve. Serve a 45-day active duty period annually. And agree to be on active duty for a period dependent on the duration of your participation in the scholarship program.

As a fully commissioned officer you receive excellent salary and benefits. More importantly, you get the opportunity to work and learn beside dedicated professionals.

For more information merely mail in the coupon below.

Armed Forces Scholarships, P.O. Box 1776, Valley Forge, PA 19481 ZCN25

Yes, I am interested in Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarship opportunities.

I understand there is no obligation.

☐ Army ☐ Physician ☐ Veterinary ☐ Optometry
☐ Navy ☐ Psychology ( Psyd ) ☐ Psychiatry ☐ Medical
☐ Air Force ☐ aerospace

Name: ____________________________ Sex: C J M F
Address: __________________________
City: ____________________________ State: ________ Zip: ______

Enrolled at: (School) __________________________

To graduate in: ______ Month, ______ Year

*Veterinary and Psyd not available in Navy Program; Psychology not available in Army Program.
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